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Copper Hanging Pan Clock

Copper Items - Copper
Hanging Pan Clock 

Decorative copper items Quality in performance and presentation Special quality of construction Completely Handmade product 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Introducing the Copper Hanging Pan Clock by Mediterranean Art, a company dedicated to crafting exquisite traditional Greek products. Elevate
your home decor with this unique fusion of functionality and artistic elegance.
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This Decorative Copper Hanging Pan Clock is more than just a timepiece; it's a statement piece that seamlessly combines form and function.
Each clock is meticulously crafted by skilled artisans at Mediterranean Art, ensuring not only accurate timekeeping but also a striking visual
presence in any space.

Quality is at the forefront of both performance and presentation with the Copper Hanging Pan Clock. The expert craftsmanship guarantees a
timepiece that not only serves its practical purpose but also stands out as a decorative item. The clock's face, housed within a beautifully
designed copper pan, reflects the commitment to quality that defines Mediterranean Art's creations.

The Special Quality of Construction is a hallmark of these clocks. Every detail is carefully considered to ensure durability and longevity. The
choice of materials and the precision in construction make this clock a reliable and enduring addition to your home.

What makes the Copper Hanging Pan Clock truly exceptional is that it is a Completely Handmade product. Each clock is a testament to the
artistry and dedication of the craftsmen, preserving the tradition of handmade copper items. This ensures that each piece is unique, carrying
with it the essence of Greek craftsmanship.

Transform your living space with the Copper Hanging Pan Clock from Mediterranean Art, a symbol of quality, tradition, and timeless beauty.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Product Code 3083

  

  

  Diameter : 22cm
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